Speaker 1 (00:35):
Good morning, everyone. Hello, uh, to everyone joining us around the world. Um, so excited today on
Saturday, the 10th of September to have Dr. Judy vetch coming on with us this morning to answer some
very important questions. So many of you writing into CHD TV and asking us about shedding,
transmitting, whatever it's called, we are feeling so sick around recently vaccinated or whatever the
word is, shotted jabbed people, um, babies get unvaccinated babies, having seizures, um, people
reporting severe headaches and illness when they're trying to go into work around their colleagues. And,
and I'm just hearing from it over and over again. So let's just get this over and done with and ask Dr.
Judy Markovich, what is going on and what can we do about it? So let's bring her on good morning, Dr.
Judy Micko.
Speaker 2 (01:27):
Good morning.
Speaker 1 (01:30):
I'm okay. And it's wonderful to have you here. I've been so excited to get you on because what I love
about you is that you just say it the way it is, and we really don't have time to sugarcoat this. People are
getting really sick unvaccinated. People are getting sick as anything, and honestly, babies are having
seizures being around other babies that have been vaccinated. Now I know, I know I have scientific no
scientific proof for this, but that's why I brought you on because we need to know clear as day, what is
happening and what should we do about it?
Speaker 2 (02:01):
Well, what is happening is the, the agent, um, um, the spike protein in the, in the VEON, the virus-like
particle, um, that was called a vaccine. That's actually a transmissible infectious agent, um, especially in
the immune compromised, because what was happened is as, um, um, many, many explained Dr. G
Vanden BOSH. First, when you in, when you inject a, you know, the spike protein was the deadly agent. I
mean, the simple fact of the matter is you injected the disease causing entity in, um, synthetic VERION
that's, that's the lipid nanoparticle. That's what a envelope virus has, is a Sy, uh, lipid nanoparticle. And
so you injected that with polyethylene glyco, which, um, 70% of America are, um, literally will create
immune response to. So you're getting the expression as intended of the spike protein. So that is
shedding and spreading through the communities, through families, through contacts and, and even
through air and, and closed contact.
Speaker 2 (03:13):
And if people wear masks, they make it worse. Why? Because they compromise their, um, antioxidant
immune system, their immune system in their mouth, their nasal Al cavity. So what you want to do in
this situation is, um, keep your innate immune system healthy, your skin, your, your nasal Al cavity, um,
keep yourself healthy and yes, you will get symptomatic. But the solution to the problem, um, is
essentially the same as it was from the SARS co to the, the monkey virus that was also injected by way of
inoculation in polio, vaccines, and other things since, um, you know, for, for decades here. Um, as, as we
know, the, the virus was created in the laboratories in, in around 2004 SARS Cove too. So we've been,
we've been talking about this paper around the world and showing you how they particularly
engineered certain to evade the innate immune response.
Speaker 2 (04:17):

What is that glutathione type one interferon, um, healthy skin. So what you wanna do is use ozonated
creams and skins, uh, uh, creams on your skin. You can use cannabinoid based, um, creams on your
skins, which will prevent viral entry and turn down the flame, turn down the sensors and turn up. You
need type one interferon. We need to take external type one interferon. That's the, the Paximum P a X I
M U N E. Um, that's been, that's been made, um, for decades, um, and, and work very successfully in
HIV aids as well. So, um, it's a nasal spray and a throat spray, um, ivermectin of course, prophylactic. Hi,
hydroxychloroquine once a week, what you can do is what you would do to prevent the, any infection,
natural or synthetic. So the people that injected the, um, spike protein or allowed it to be injected, um,
actually injected a, a deadly synthetic virus.
Speaker 2 (05:27):
It doesn't have the guts of the virus, so it doesn't replicate long, but they engineered it. So it wouldn't
break down. You hear about the furin cleavage sites, the TMP RSS two, they engineered it to last longer,
if you will. And that was intentional. And, um, O of course, um, they're going to tell you, cuz it gives you
lasting protection, but what we know is in the compromise, especially the elderly, without the strong
innate immune systems, you will get sick. So you want to get boosted, um, in fact, by doing the opposite
by hugging, by touching, by loving, by making sure you stay well, you're innate immune response
glutathione. Um, you can you make glutathione, um, out of three amino acids, L Cine L glutamate and,
and glycine. So glyphosate is a big problem. So you're going to get sicker. If you have glyphosate, um,
you can take immune formula 200, which is just a powder you can put in your coffee, or, um, it's just a
little sweet powder.
Speaker 2 (06:33):
It's called IFF 200. You can get both PAX immune and IFF 200, um, at our website, shop dot the real
doctor, judy.com because we hunted down these products over the last year, anticipating this problem
and, and the solutions are there, um, for people to stay well. So it, yes, they're, you're getting sick and
the immune compromise worse. I think the most important single thing everyone can do, um, at least in
the next, um, few years, until we can heal the, uh, people is don't get another shot. And I mean, not
another shot of any kind, not a flu shot, not a PRAR shot, not a shingle shot. I hear everybody. Oh, Judy,
what about, what about meningitis? And right now it's a particularly important time as school likely
started last week in most places and even earlier, but certainly by, by Monday, um, kids will be back in
school and, and their especially seventh graders who they're giving the normal seventh grade shots like
Gardasil, like meningitis, detox, not a shot for your seventh graders.
Speaker 2 (07:46):
Um, the, the interaction in the, um, between the Gardasil, deadly Gardasil, synthetic lipid nanoparticle,
that virus like particle very similar and autoimmunity and severe autoimmune reactions will happen as
we've been seeing in young nurses and young women who have taken the shot. So yes, it's a problem,
considerate a virus. That's what it is a synthetic virus. It was never a vaccine. When you put the spike
protein in a synthetic lipid nanoparticle, and you inject it, infectious virus isn't necessary. And when you
are compromised, your immune system will continue to manufacture this spike protein for weeks. And
we've seen that in autopsies. I think the paper came out last December, where for at least 30 days after
death of people who were killed by the shot, um, that the, the only thing being expressed is the
synthetic Varion. Um, people don't make RNA after they die even seconds. That's that's the whole point.
Speaker 1 (08:53):

Um, Dr. Ju do, I've got a few practical questions that people are asking me. Number one, if you are a, if
you were, um, pregnant, newly pregnant woman, would you stay away from gatherings where, you
know, people are being recently vaccinated question number one, question, number two, if you had,
um, a newborn baby or toddler or anything like that, would you let them go to the playgroup where
they, in my day, it was encouraged to let the children, you know, build their immune system up, sucking
each other's toys and stuff. Do we have a problem here? I don't wanna cause division, but I want my
young moms to be safe right now, because again, I'm telling you, we, we've got some serious problems
in these unvaccinated kids right now, and it's no coincidence to me that it's around the time of these
shots.
Speaker 2 (09:36):
Uh, correct. Well, if I were pregnant, I probably would not go in concentrated spaces with people who
had been recently vaccinated, especially with more than one shot, but do understand if they're not sick,
they're not likely shedding large amounts. So those simple procedures I just told you, um, in, in, in
nutritional support and, and PAX immune and, and healthy, essential oils on your skin, um, is likely
gonna be a way that it's not a problem. Um, I, if, uh, for children, playgroup assumes they're three and
four and, and, you know, playgroups talking newborns not, and, and again, this is for the, the children
too, no vaccines for those newborns, no vaccines for those children under three, because those vaccines
are for are compromising. An immune system had that hasn't developed the microbiome or the micro
viral, um, the, the, the healthy bacteria and viral viruses on your skin and in your gut and in your nasal
for angel cavity.
Speaker 2 (10:50):
So, so those, um, those, those kids, um, you know, need to be protected and mom can do that through
breastfeeding, um, because things that the healthy foods and the things that I mentioned will, will
confer immunity, um, just, just as they always do and always have. So again, they're, they're simply
synthetic viruses and, and no weapon formed against us. You know, God's given us an innate immune
system, it's your innate immune system. And you can particularly see, go out in the sun, get vitamin D I'd
play in those playgroups out, outside. Um, uh, I just, and, and I wouldn't stay away from kids. Um, you
know, the healthiest person in the room is the kindergarten teacher, um, because she's exposed every
year. But, um, in, in, again, the, the key is no masks. Um, and, and if people are visibly coughing or
feverish, um, you know, have, have them stay home and do the usual chicken soup and, and heal.
Speaker 2 (11:48):
So it's just really important not to inject toxins, to keep your environment, um, is healthy. And I, I mean,
healthy, I don't mean safe. I don't mean hand sanitizers. You want essential oils and things cleaning your
home. You want borax cleaning your clothes and things. Good. Old fashioned soap hand sanitizers are
very dangerous. Don't have your kids walking around afraid cuz because the alcohol, um, destroys the
good bacteria. You'll see the bottle says kills 97% of the germs. Yes. The good ones on your skin that
protect you, um, from, um, from others and metabolize your food. So I, I, I think in general, um, it it's,
it's wor it's best if we don't. Um, if we don't avoid people, it's best if we don't segregate people, um, but
really important that you don't wear a mask. Um, and, and you take, you know, precautionary measures
as you always would.
Speaker 2 (12:49):

Um, uh, while when during a flu season, during an individual season, because a lot of what has is
actually going around right now, similar to last year in 2020 is influenza. So you, and, and we'll
remember back to 17 and 18, some very deadly strains of influenza out there. So there are other things
to be looking for. So to be, to be fearful and stressful is, is more powerfully immune suppressive than
anything. So joy and laughter and let the kids play. And, um, just, just the way you used to, I, I wouldn't
be overly concerned. Um, I'd watch very carefully for any skin lesion, um, because cuz your skin is the
first place where you'll notice, you know, poly from the work that we'd done for years in vaccine court.
You know, you can see those kids who have the, um, so-called dermatitis, this isn't normal, this is
inflammation of the skin and it's actually some of those poisons and toxins and um, um, proli um, you
know, proli from, from B pollen.
Speaker 2 (13:58):
Um, so you know, there are a lot of great things you can do, um, to keep your skin, your skin well, and
you'll see, you'll see lesions in, in damage and it's, um, easy to see, but a healthy person isn't spreading
disease. Your kids actually come home and give a booster to grandpa and grandma like me just as they
always did when they had chicken P and, and we had chicken P parties or measles parties, you know,
you hug them, you, you know, the sickest kid gets really sick. That's who I was when I was five, but the
rest of my brothers and sisters got just a little marker too, or it or two and they were fine. So that's,
that's no different than any other infectious agent. Yes. I know they engineered this shot to be
particularly slow to break down and to evade RNA immune responses.
Speaker 2 (14:44):
But once we strengthen them, um, it hasn't been a problem I've, I've been as you know, around the
world. Um, and I'm actually infected with XMR vs several strains of the Arons from, from the infections,
from the lab. Um, a as the viruses we isolated, um, that are, are these viruses in 2009 and 10 and
published, um, we, we know that how to stay healthy. So yeah, occasionally I come home and I, and I
get pretty sick and I just grab my ivermectin and, and my hydroxychloroquine and a little proline greens,
a little healthy juice, and I'm just fine. So it's, it's normal precaution, good old chicken soup eat well,
especially minerals, especially healthy fats, um, is far invo avoid GMO the best you can and everybody
will be fine.
Speaker 1 (15:38):
Well, that's brilliant advice. Um, hand foot, mouth roaring through the country right now. Um, people,
doctors all confused about is it month boxes at hand foot and mouth. And I mean, it's just, it's ATO. And
on top of that seizures, by the way the doctors say in this country are completely normal. So don't even
worry about it. One doctor actually told me, unless this child has a seizure for 15 minutes, we don't
wanna see them. It's normal. When did that seizures become normal? Common, maybe they're not
normal.
Speaker 2 (16:07):
Yeah. Yeah, no seizures. Aren't normal. Um, they're your brain seizing? It's like an electrical shock. No.
Um, the Mylon sheets aren't forming correctly with brain deriv neurotropic factor and other things, um,
not normal, not at all. And again, IMEC didn even for your kids, you know, that horse base on the
tongue, um, that goes into the brain that formulation, I forgot to bring it downstairs. I had a little with
me. So, um, when you use

Speaker 1 (16:38):
The, can you use the horse pace from tractor to supply or not? Oh yeah, you can, it's got apple flavor or
something on it. And you watch just put a little bit on the tongue here
Speaker 2 (16:48):
A little bit on your tongue, just like it's, it's squeezes out of that little thing, a little too tough, but just a
tiny little bit. And you can see, and again, you, you can see how healthy I am and, and nobody more
susceptible. Um, and, and yes, I have occasionally come home from these big gatherings where we've
hugged everybody. Um, and you get a little, you get a little sick, so you go home for a couple days and,
and we use, we use, no, we love Cardiom miracle. We love Cardiom miracle because it's just a beat
powder and a mineral powder. And I put it in that glass with either pro orange or pearling green. Some
these are nutritional frontiers food products that are also at shop dot the real Dr. judy.com. It's just a
powdered food. So it's
Speaker 1 (17:32):
Cardio
Speaker 2 (17:32):
Cardio miracle. So it's, it literally delivers the building the box for nitric oxide for relaxing, the
endothelium for migraines, for relaxing that yes, we are seeing that migraines, you know, uh, like
altitude sickness also. Um, you, the same sort of thing is oxygen depletion. Um, there there's, um, there
are a number of things, seasickness, it's all in the same family, um, of dizziness and things that you get.
So seizures are not normal. A absolutely not hand foot mouth. Um, yeah. That's vaccine injury. That's,
that's a recently vaccinated kid. Um, yeah, my two grandkids seven and two who are unvaccinated got
that. But again, they'll get, well, they'll get milder cases. Um, yes, that's every single year. That's always
been, you injected the, this in, in the vaccines, in the childhood vaccines and, and yes, that's always
been the case. They've always been contaminated. They've never been tested as we all know. So we're
doing, we're doing the best we can as far as, um, as, as that goes
Speaker 1 (18:48):
Now. So what you just said is, so if your child is UN VAX and caught hand foot and mouth that's from a
vaccinated child,
Speaker 2 (18:54):
Correct.
Speaker 1 (18:56):
That makes me mad. Okay. All right. Let's talk about, that's
Speaker 2 (18:59):
Always been true. Oh, that's always been true. Influenza, MMR, um, polio, um, you know, the, these
people are being shed and spread upon by all of these viruses all the time. Cuz the same situation that is
occurring right now with the COVID JS has always occurred when you inject a newborn or a two month
old, four month old, six months old when their immune system is not developed, baby is still immune
suppressed as is mom. Um, in their innate immune responses. They're pure, Andic modulators like

ivermectin and you know, we have purines, that's the base pairs of our DNA. They feed back ATP,
adenine feeds back and turns down, um, the immune system. So the healthy microbiome and OME from
mom will develop. So under three years old, no child should get anything or they will be spreading it to
the, uh, to the other children who also don't have complete immune systems.
Speaker 2 (20:01):
This is why, you know, we weren't vaccinated as children till we were five years old in walking through
high, walking through kindergarten. Did did infection, um, in spread of those still exist in injuries when I
was five years old. Yes, of course that did. But we were walking and talking and we had detox
machinery. Our kidneys, our livers fully developed. This has always been the problem. Never should
have anyone under three years old or any pregnant women be injected with anything you don't inject
poisons, any kind of poison attenuated or not into a child. This, this is the problem with the 1986 law.
And I should say, um, on Thursdays, um, every Thursday last Thursday, you'll see it on our website. We
do blog talk, radio.com with Greg pens, write your own laws.com. So we've taken that 1986 law taken
the section that says the MCNE manufacturer shall not be held liable and said, shall just canceled out the
knot, put in the new law, send it to your senators, change that law.
Speaker 2 (21:09):
No, they shall be held liable. And every doctor who doesn't understand innate immunity, especially a
pediatrician who doesn't appreciate the development of the immune system as is very clear the brain in
the, in the immune system or inextricably linked from birth. And you will cause damage if introduced
into the brain and when the blood brain barrier is not formed everything else, the toxins in those shots
have we, as we've discussed for decades in, in the $4 billion worth of injury, that's been paid out. Um,
and more, um, this, this is the good news is people are going to learn.
Speaker 1 (21:49):
All right. Thank you. Uh, uh, Riley, could you put up, uh, Dr. Judy's email address, um, website address.
So we know where to get our Cardiom miracle and things like that from so, uh, if we just put that up on
the screen, there you go. Shop dot the real doctor, judy.com. So that's every, I do have to say, uh, that
children's health defense does not give out medical advice. So if anyone's getting their nickers in a twist,
um, this is, we do these shows. They can learn from it. So you make your own decisions and you're
responsible for yourself. Okay. Um, we're we're on the 10th of September. Um, so we're right into
September now. And we can see all the fair mongering, advertisements commercials, get your flu shot. I
mean, what did one guy say? God made two arms for the flu shot in one and the Corona shot in the
other. I mean, you just can't make this stuff that's coming out right now. So the fear Moning is getting
intense. Get your, get your shots. Now let's talk about these boosters because this is incredible. Just test
it on my no human testing. What's going on talk Judy. And how dangerous are they? Stupid question.
But that's all I'll ask
Speaker 2 (22:51):
<laugh> well, <laugh> just test it in mice. Um, that would be true for everything since 1986. Um, again,
people don't realize nothing that you are injecting in your children. Not only does your doctor now know
what's in it, but nobody knows what's in it. So why would you inject? And, and the reason I say that is
these manufacturing processes in every vaccine, except the latest COVID 19. Um, everyone is made in
animal cell lines with cow blood pig, blood horse, blood roti tech, you know, has pig viruses, three of
them. So you're, you're injecting a lot in, in, into an individual. So, um, the boosters boosting what the

ability to kill you. Um, I, I mean, and O only been tested a minute. Why do you need a booster? Can't
can't can't everybody look around and see that not only is nothing helping, but never before.
Speaker 2 (23:50):
Have we seen, you know, 40% increase in overall deaths from everyone sudden adult death? Oh, um,
smiling, um, hugging your husband can kill you. You know, this is what we're being told. So if, I mean, I
always think on the opposite side, on the optimistic side, that people are going to look at that and say,
you're kidding me. Right? And, um, um, you know, really boosting what, show me what's in it show any
doctor, this is what we're saying, what is in it? What are you letting them inject in your arm until they
can show you everything that's in it? Um, you don't have any idea, um, what you're injecting, what the
patient is also taking. Even what I just talked about, it wasn't medical advice. It was nutrition things. We
should be doing sunshine convert, vitamin D into its active form from its latent form.
Speaker 2 (24:56):
But in the past we've been told on the vaccine exhibit list, I'm just gonna roll down to, um, to the, uh,
influenza vaccine made in Darby, kidney, cell protein made in Darby, kidney cell DNA. Polysorbate 80,
which is a detergent cyl. Triammonium bromide, beta propri. Lactone in a phosphate buffer. Those are
dogs, cell proteins injected in every flu shot. And every year somebody said one arm for the flu shot, one
arm for Prevnar 23. So you put what I just told you in an influenza dogs have coronaviruses. So you just
put dog coronaviruses influenza in one arm with a nice healthy dose of mercury. And then in the O other
arm, you put PRAR 23 called a pneumonia vaccine, um, with 23 different deadly pieces of 23 different
bacteria, along with a healthy dose of immune aluminum. So what have you done is any immune system
going to see that on a single day?
Speaker 2 (26:10):
So every year the flu shot in the Prevnar shot, it used to be called P N C uh, um, sorry. Um, P P and I
pneumonia and influenza. Now it's called P I C P pneumonia, influenza and Corona, and, and Tony Fauci
just said last night. So now every year, every six months, you're gonna get all three shots and it's gonna
be called a flu shot. Well, if it's one shot, why are you putting it in each arm? Cause they've always done
that and told you it's a flu shot. So they've been lying to us for decades and killing the elder elderly or
the most susceptible. And the goal of COVID 19 was kill everyone. You injured, um, create a new reality
that, that somehow a shot is immunity. And, um, as I've heard, oh, the mask ended influenza. No, but
didn't COVID 19 always was influenza, January 20, 24,000 deaths a week from influenza, never was
COVID or SARS co two or anything else.
Speaker 2 (27:18):
And now that we started injecting the COVID notice there IST a single COVID vaccine that says on the
bottle SARS Cove two that's cuz it's not it's humanized SARS Cove, two it's deadlier, SARS Cove, two it's
more, um, um, deadly SARS Cove two. So if those shots have done that much damage, um, you know,
Russian roulette, you got five bullets in the barrel, um, <laugh>, you know, are you gonna, are you gonna
spin that wheel? Are you gonna roll those dice? Uh, is it, is it worth we're playing Russian roulette? You
know, what are you really doing? So I'm, I'm, I'm hoping it, it's my prayer people wake up and see what's
really been done for a long time. It's been a long time and you, and I know the susceptible have been
injured, have been, have, have been given AFib or AF fibrillation in the elderly, the explosion to drive the
use of Eliquis and other drugs that are bleeding people out and causing cancer that have never been
tested.

Speaker 2 (28:23):
Yeah. There's a lot of fear mongering going on. The other law we're gonna work on is getting those
advertisements off the TV because they are all criminal fraud. They are all experiments. None of these
things have been tested or approved and the FDA is criminal in what's being approved. As we all know,
glyphosate causes cancer and yet our food is poisoned. So we worked tirelessly to, to get these criminals
at the top of so-called public health removed and um, and people of integrity. Cuz in fact, we know we
can fix this. We know with good nutrition, we weren't giving medical advice. We were telling you how to
eat food, make your own glutathione, make your own vitamin D out of good, healthy amino acids, just
as God intended.
Speaker 1 (29:13):
Amen to that. I have to ask you, I can't not have you on the show and not ask you this what's going on
with what's he up to? Where's he going? What's what's the, what's your take on it?
Speaker 2 (29:23):
Um, very quickly to hell <laugh> oh, oh that's after. Oh, sorry. <laugh> yes.
Speaker 1 (29:31):
Uh, yeah, his whole statement was weird as anything, so oh
Speaker 2 (29:35):
Yeah. I'm not retiring. I'm resigning
Speaker 1 (29:39):
Areas. Where's your guess? What's your guess. He's not going over to world economic forum. Is he?
Speaker 2 (29:46):
Oh, probably big pharma. There's been a revolving door. You remember Julie Gerber? Don't you with
the CDC, the little revolving door, you know? Well maybe he's gonna be like Deborah Burkes and publish
a book that admits she committed federal crimes and murdered millions of people worldwide,
knowingly, um, and make a zillion dollars. Maybe he's gonna go on a book chart. Do you think he'll
appear in public driving his books around this car? Like I do maybe that's it <laugh>
Speaker 1 (30:13):
He can't, he can't, it's not safe. Um, it'll
Speaker 2 (30:18):
For him. And in fact, people ask me, uh, uh, and um, often ask me, I was at reckoning Fest, uh, with Chris
Erickson company, um, in Dallas a couple of weeks ago. And um, and, and people ask me, you know,
what would you ask Fauci? And I said, oh, that's very simple. I would take my 60 CC syringe with, you
know, green antifreeze and every shot he's injected into our child before they were three years old with
a 16 gauge needle. And I'd ask him if he'd like my shot, go ahead, take it. Sit right in front of ran Paul and
let us inject that into you. Yeah. Let, let's see his answer then. It's a, it's an easy question.
Speaker 1 (31:02):

<laugh> it's an easy question for you a hundred percent. Um, right. So, um, we we've all seen the videos
of people just dropping like flies. I mean, it's incredible what we're seeing everywhere yet. Still the
media is genetic. I mean, it's laugh. It's almost laughable what we're being told. So boosters are coming
in. There's still a but load of people, even though I get it, people are waking up. I can see the comments
on, on, you know, various news articles. I get it. It's it's that's great news. There's still, everyone's got
family members just not getting it. Sick family members. Can't wait to get their booster. What do you
think we're going into autumn soon? What do you think is going the world's gonna look like in the next
six months, what are we, what are we going to? What are we anticipating?
Speaker 2 (31:45):
Well, if, if we, you and I in these shows are successful. Um, we can anticipate the same thing. We've
seen the last six months or really the last year since they rolled out the shot. And that is, you know, that
40% increase in all death overall. Um, um, I mean the people who continue to get the shots are going to
continue to die. Um, uh, and, and it's unfortunate, but if, if we are successful and we can get people to
do one simple thing, actually two simple things, never put on another mask and never get another shot.
Um, and I say never, but I, I try to say for the next year and cuz you just ask going into the fall, okay, we
did your experiment. Now we'll do hours. And our experiment is not another shot because we saw
sudden infant death go down, um, during the pandemic didn't we, oh, cuz parents couldn't take their
kids in for those boosters or whatever they called them.
Speaker 2 (32:51):
Um, cuz that's what you'll call a two month of four month and a six month. Those are boosters, the
tetanus boosters. If people will learn not to get another shot. Um, and, and they do that experiment this
fall, we can end the whole thing. And then what people are gonna see is what I've shown you. Um, oh,
oh wait a minute. We don't ever have to have another shot. We are free. We're free to eat clean. We're
free to eat non GMO. We're free to ingest, uh, ingest, non GMO, inject non GMO. We, we, we win back
our country, our freedom and, and, and a kind of new health that we haven't seen in, in my adult
lifetime.
Speaker 1 (33:30):
And just lastly, um, what would your advice be to people in our movement who are really sad because
someone they love to their mother, the brother, I don't know what their child even, um, is going to take
another booster and it's breaking their heart and they dunno how they're shouting at these people
because they're so mad. They're so passionate about it or how do they behave? How do they cope with
the real pain of seeing someone you love continuing going on? We know what the end result's gonna be
doctor Judy. So what's your advice to keep these people calm?
Speaker 2 (34:02):
Well, the first thing we always do is stop and pray for them, but, but I think we also equip ourselves. Um,
I'm I met Patrick Wood earlier this year and he has a website called citizens for free speech.org. And on
that website, our little classes, how to talk to your family, they're fabulous. They help how to talk to your
doctor, how to show them things in a way that's not angry or, um, you know, that passion you just
mentioned. Yes, we can see what's coming. All we can do is work, um, um, and, and learn to speak,
forgive ourselves, forgive each other. Um, go in love, lead with love and, and that's all we can do. And all
I've been able to do as it's happened in my own family, but we are, we are winning those battles and,
and who wins them are the little kids, the little kids, the, the, the grandchildren that are unvaccinated

and as strong as can be. And they just love and hug. Cuz kids will always just love, love and hug if that's
what their parents are doing. If we are not fearful and we are in our communities, they'll be fine.
Speaker 1 (35:10):
That's right. Pray big everybody. It's so important. Prayer is the biggest tool against evil, in my opinion.
Um, Dr. Judy, let's put your website up one more time for everyone to see. Um, please go there
everybody and, uh, rifle through, uh, I want to say thank you on behalf of children's health event and
everybody watching right now, because I know everybody's showering you in love and I love you. You're
an amazing human being. You've helped so many people behind the scenes and I know, you know, I
speak to them all the time, so thank you. Thank you. Thank you, Dr. Judy, <inaudible> for getting up so
early to do this show as well and being here always for us. We love you.
Speaker 2 (35:45):
Thank you, Paul. We love you too, and really appreciate everything you do. Thank you.
Speaker 1 (35:50):
All right. Well, we'll speak soon. Thank you very much.

